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History Primers. Edited by J. R. Green. Geography. By George Grove, F. R.

G. S. With maps and diagrams. D. Appleton & Co. New York.

The above are samples of three series of monographs, one on

Science, one on History and one on Literature, which D. Appleton and

Company are issuing, on a plan much the same as that which has been

so ingeniously varied by many publishers, with the view of finding

sale for the products of their presses. A single topic is taken up in

each, as Classical Geography in the first named above, or Philology,

in the second. This is treated by a master in the department in every

instance; and although it is a device of book-making the work offered

is of the highest merit and of permanent value. The “Primers' con:

tain a hundred pages, more or less, neatly printed and tastefully bound

up in cloth, and of just the size to tempt one to slip a copy into his

pocket when he sets out for an hour's ride on the cals. It has long

been our persuasion that in the hands of a thorough master of the sub

ject any branch, as Chemistry or Grammar, may be made to yield to

the unprofessional mind a much larger return than it usually gets from

the treatises. These primers are very good illustrations of our faith.

Within a comparatively small space the topic is so opened and ex

plained that its essential secrets are revealed to the common mind.

The advantage is, that being under lead of a competent guide we are

in no danger of running astray, while we absorb in an hour the re

sults of his studies for half a life-time. The work of Mr. Peile on

Philology is a model of condensed and perspicuous treatment. We

have gone through many a volume of thrice the size and got not a

quarter so much. Mr. Grove, who is the author of several of these

primers, has a special genius for conveying in brief and clear terms

the substance of the matter. Among the authors are Huxley, Roscoe,

Stewart, Hooper, Freeman and Stopford Brooke. -

3. The Various Contrivances by which Orchids are Fertilized by Insects. By

Charles Darwin, M. A., F. R. S., &c. Second Edition, Revised. With Illustrations.

D. Appleton & Co. New York. Price $1.25.

The first edition of this work appeared fifteen years ago. It is at

once an indication of the effect of the author's investigations on the

course of scientific study and of the wonderful activity in the depart

ment of natural history, that forty works on the same subject appeared

between the issue of the first and the revision of this second edition.

The result of so much investigation, conducted by the first men of

science in a dozen different lands, was, naturally, to bring to light

many curious facts which the pioneer author, careful and scrutinizing

as he is, had overlooked. Another result was to correct not a few

mistakes he had fallen into. The present volume is remodeled and

revised in accordance not only with the information supplied by these

various treatises but still more with the further and fuller information

acquired in the interval since 1862 by Mr. Darwin himself.' It is a

great pleasure to read whatever Mr. Darwin writes on any subject.

He is so calm, so clear, so candid, so instructive that it is a veritable
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communion with nature to sit at his feet. The curious and deeply in

teresting subject of the manner in which flowers are fertilized by

pollen brought from other plants is here treated with the same pains

taking minuteness of observation and simplicity of style that distin

guish all the author's writings. To be sure, he is using his great array

of facts to prove a point in Darwinianism, viz. that higher organic be

ings “require an occasional cross with another individual.” He takes

it for granted that the study of these beings “may be as interesting to

an observer who is fully convinced that the structure of each is due

to secondary laws, as to one who views every trifling detail of struct.

ure as the result of the direct interposition of the Creator.” But all

this is easily enough got along with by an intelligent reader, who will

care very little whether Mr. Darwin's theory of the facts be strictly

valid so long as he is so utterly frank and so absolutely honest in re
porting the facts themselves. A.

4. Sacred Cities: Narrative, Descriptive, Historical. By John S. Lee, D.D., Pro

fessor of Ecclesiastical History in the Theological Department of St. Lawrence Uni

versity, author of “Nature and Art in the Old World.” Cincinnati: Williamson and

Cantwell Publishing Co. Price $1.25.

Dr. Lee has made a truly interesting volume out of his observations

and studies in Bible Lands. We read with pleasure most of the origi

nal articles as they appeared in the Ladies' Repository; but we were

not then so impressed with their value as we confess to being now,

after re-perusing them in this little volume. The additions and em

dations supplied by the author in the revision doubtless explain this

in part. Certainly they appear to excellent advantage in their present

form, and fill an unoccupied place in the literature concerning the

Holy Land. Dr. Lee is known to be a careful scholar and we take

for more than its usual worth the remark in the preface, “special pains

have been taken to make the work accurate.” An improved quality

of paper and press work would make it more to our mind. But we

accept it gratefully as it is. - A.

5. Was Bronson Alcott's School a Type of God's Moral Government? A Review of

Joseph Cook's Theory of the Atonement. By Washington Gladden. Boston: Lock

wood, Brooks and Company. Pamphlet, 40cts.

In our remarks on the late revival, in the General Review of this

number, we have spoken of the restatements and corrections of doc

trines to which the crudities uttered by Mr. Moody gave occasion.

Perhaps a more important work of revision and correction has been

provoked by the eloquent extravagance of Joseph Cook. This gen

tleman has undertaken during two seasons to bring New England

Evangelical theology into consistence with recognized scientific princi

ples. Left to himself, it is probable he would have modified every

dogma of Orthodoxy in essential respects, and in favor of “reason in

religion.” But his course of lectures was supported mainly by “Evan

gelical” liberality, and the “applause,” which is of nearly equal im

portance to Mr. Cook's success as a lecturer, was counted on from the


